FINAL PRESENTATIONS SCHEDULE – Entwerfen: Culture in Residency, Sekirn, Wörthersee

INTRODUCTION
12:00 – 12:10  Prof. Tina Gregoric & Jakob Travnik
12:10 – 12:40  Reference research 1, 2 & 3 presented by students

OPEN FIELDS
12:40 – 12:50  1 Open fields research & common strategy presented by students
12:50 – 13:20  1-1 Food Academy Sekirn
                David Djuric & Niklas Winkler
13:20 – 13:50  1-2 Learning by Doing
                Iva Grlic Radman
13:50 – 14:20  1-3 Aletheia - Following the Sekirn Bach
                Valentina Minoletti & Felipe Ochoa

FOREST HILLS
14:20 – 14:30  2 Forest hills research & common strategy presented by students
14:30 – 15:00  2-1 Silent Observation
                Ella Senzenberger & Julia Ebner
15:00 – 15:30  2-2 Acknowledging the Wood Wide Web
                Alejandro Galvez Alvarez & Petra Ianu
15:30 – 16:00  2-3 Canopy of the 24
                Mihail Sugarev & Atanas Kovachev

LAKE FRONT
16:00 – 16:10  3 Lake front research & common strategy presented by students
16:10 – 16:40  3-1 Negotiating Publicness
                Anna Bernbacher & Baran Mehmet Demir
16:40 – 17:10  3-2 The Forum
                Jeremias Pointner & Paul Sebesta
17:10 – 17:40  3-3 Findings of Cape Sekirn: Research on Pillars
                Matthias Palla & Anne Lisa Steffen
17:40 – 18:00  closing words

format: 10 mins project presentation, 20 mins jury feedback
invited external jury: Aljosa Dekleva, Volker Dienst, Klemen Breitfuss, Armin Pedevilla (joins at 14:30)
PUBLIC PROGRAMME – Architekturtage Österreich 2021

INTRODUCTION
18:30 – 18:45 Rafaella Lackner & Volker Dienst

PUBLIC PRESENTATION – Culture in Residency
18:45 – 19:10 Prof. Tina Gregoric & Jakob Travnik

PUBLIC LECTURE – Pedevilla Architects
19:00 – 20:30 Armin Pedevilla

OPEN EXHIBITION & DRINKS
20:30 – onwards public discussions